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Nonlinear transports and microvortex excitations in sheared quasi-two-dimensional
dust Coulomb liquids

Wen-Tau Juan, Ming-Heng Chen, and Lin I
Department of Physics, National Central University, Chungli, Taiwan 32054, Republic of China

~Received 25 September 2000; revised manuscript received 12 March 2001; published 15 June 2001!

The microscopic spatiotemporal response of a quasi-two-dimensional dust Coulomb liquid to the shear
induced by a cw laser is investigated through optical microscopy. The dust Coulomb liquid consists of many
micrometer sized dust particles charged and suspended in a low pressure rf discharge background. Assisted by
thermal fluctuations, the laser forcing enhances the cascaded generation of irregular vortices through reducing
caging barriers for collective hopping. The vortex mixing leads to the mean velocity field with a simple
structure that has a strong shear along the edge of the narrow laser beam. It also promotes the anomalous
transverse diffusion with decaying strength from the line source. The viscosity and diffusion coefficient both
show nonlinear dependence on the laser power under the interplay among the above nonlinear excitation and
relaxation processes.
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In a dusty plasma, the large negative charges on
pended dust particles can induce strong Coulomb coup
and turn the system into the crystal or liquid state w
sub-mm interparticle distance@1–4#. Microscopic collective
motions excited by thermal fluctuations, and by exter
drives such as laser beams and biased electrodes have
studied in the past few years@5–12#. Intershell motion in
small circular dust clusters, and lattice waves in dust crys
are the few examples. Nevertheless, the spatiotempora
sponse of the dust Coulomb liquids to steady external sh
forces is less well understood. In this work, this issue
addressed in a quasi-two-dimensional~2D! dust Coulomb
liquid ~2DDCL! suspended in a glow discharge.

Unlike the macroscopic fluids that exhibit smooth she
flows under moderate shears, our system operates at the
crete limit with strong mutual Coulomb interaction. It is a
interesting many body system in which the microscopic p
ticle motion can be directly monitored. In general, for no
equilibrium many body systems, many shear induced p
nomena are originated from nonlinear particle interact
and rearrangement at the microscopic level@13#. The stick-
slip type motions of the sheared molecular thin film betwe
two solid surfaces and of granular systems are good
amples@14,15#. In a crystal, the strong mutual coupling co
strains particle motion in the caging barriers are formed
surrounding particles. It usually exhibits elastic deformat
under a moderate external stress. On the other hand, the
fluctuations in a stress-free liquid can induce collective p
ticle hopping over the caging barrier@11#. The external stress
further works with thermal fluctuations to promote partic
hopping, and induces particle rearrangement@16#. The com-
plicated excitation and relaxation of particle arrangement
tending from the shear source to the remote area lead to
rich spatiotemporal response with nonlinear transports
this study, these phenomena are explored experimental
our 2DDCL stressed by a laser beam.

A laser beam can directly drive dust particle motion in t
dusty plasma@5,6,8,10#. In our experiment, a liquid stat
with slightly disordered triangular cylinder structure that h
vertical particle alignment can be formed in a weakly ioniz
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low pressure discharge@2#. Particles along the same vertic
chain tend to move together horizontally under thermal fl
tuations. The motion of each chain in the horizontal pla
can be optically tracked over long time. Namely, we hav
quasi-2D system in which the microscopic spatiotempo
dynamical behaviors down to the particle excitatio
relaxation time scale can be directly observed. We report
experimental observation of the enhanced vortex excitati
originated from the shear line source by passing a nar
laser beam horizontally through the center of the suspen
2DDCL. It promotes anomalous persistent transverse di
sion with gradually decreasing strength from the laser li
The time averaged velocity field has a quite uniform stru
ture with the largest velocity shear along the laser edges.
averaged viscosity and transverse diffusion coefficient b
show nonlinear responses to the laser power.

The experiment is conducted in a cylindrical symmetric
dusty plasma system described elsewhere@12#. A hollow co-
axial cylinder with 3-cm inner diameter is put on the botto
electrode to confine the polystyrene particles (7mm diam-
eter! in the weakly ionized glow discharge (ne
;109 cm23) generated in 250 mTorr Ar using a 14-MHz
power system. Vertically, the suspended dust particles
aligned with eight particles for each chain by the vertical i
flow induced dipoles. There are 500 vertical chains confin
and separated from the circular trap wall by a low press
dark space~double layer!. The particle~vertical chain! posi-
tions in the horizontal monolayer are monitored through
optical microscope. The dust mass and the dust charge
1.9310210 g/dust and about 5000e/dust respectively. The
Debye length lD is between 100 and 200mm and
a5310 mm (a is the mean nearest particle separation!. A
cw Gaussian laser sheet~488 nm Ar1 laser! with 0.4 mm
half width and 2.5 mm height~covering the entire vertica
chain! is introduced horizontally through the center of th
floating circular dust cluster. The low pressure backgrou
provides small viscous damping to balance the energy fl
from the shear source. The plasma operating parameter
fixed in the experiment.
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Figure 1~a! shows the particle trajectories with differe
exposure times, the pair correlation functionsg(r ) andg6(r )
for particle positions and bond orientation, respectively,
the state without laser forcing.g(r ) is the probability of

FIG. 1. ~a! The particle trajectories with 15 and 30 s exposu
times and the pair correlation functionsg(r ) andg6(r ) of particle
positions and bond orientations respectively for the laser-free liq
state. The microvortices are generated by thermal assisted hopp
~b! and~c! The particle trajectories with 15 and 30 s exposure tim
showing the laser enhanced vortex motions under 45 and 90
laser power. The trajectories are plotted at 3 Hz sampling rate.
arrows indicate the position and direction of the laser beam.
01640
r

finding another particle at radius r andg6(r )
5^c6(0)!c6(r )&3c6(r )5(1/Ni)( iexp(i6ui), u i is the
angle of the vector from the particle atr to its i th nearest
neighbor, andNi is the number of the nearest neighbors. T
system is in the cold liquid state melted from the triangu
lattice structure. Unlike the crystal state, the absence of sh
peaks ing(r ) and the short correlation length forg6(r ) as-
sociated with the distorted lattice lines manifest the loss
long range translational and orientational orders under th
mal fluctuations. Dynamically, most of the particles exhi
small amplitude oscillations in the caging wells formed
their surrounding six nearest neighbors. Vortex-type coll
tive hoppings over the barriers are occasionally excited
thermal fluctuations, which also deteriorate the lattice ori
tation. The hopping ceases when each particle travels a
1a and resettles in the new caging site@11#. Figure 1~b! and
~c! show the trajectories with different exposure times a
different laser power. The laser beam is introduced from
to right as indicated by the arrows. Introducing the exter
stress greatly enhances the formation of microvortices w
gradually decaying intensity from the shear source to
remote region.

Figure 2~a! shows the time evolution of the particle ve
locity along x-direction averaged over the center 3.5 m
30.35 mm zone along the laser driven region@i.e., Ux(t)#,
and the normalized enstrophiesCn(t) with and without the
laser. Cn is obtained by averaging the square of vortic
~i.e., the relative tangential velocity divided by the distan
between two adjacent particle pair! over the whole plane
except the laser zone. It measures the total intensity of
rotational excitations transferred to the region not direc
driven by the laser. Increasing the laser power increases
the time averaged and the fluctuating levels ofUx andCn .
Their fluctuations also show strong correlation. They bo
evidence the rotational excitations spreading from the la
line source to the rest area through the strong coupling
tween particles. Unlike in the linear response theory, the t
averaged velocityŪx shows a nonlinearS-shape response t
the laser power@Fig. 2~b!#.

The vortex mixing makes the time averaged velocity fie
V̄(x,y) ~over 750 s! exhibit a quite simple structure with th
strongest shear along the edge of the laser beam, and a
form small back flow in the rest area under the finite boun
ary @Fig. 3~a!#. The 2D plane is divided into many 1a31a
grids while measuring the averaged velocity field. Figu
3~b! shows thatV̄x(x50,y) crosses zero aty between 1.7a
and 2a ~the coordinate origin is at the center of the system!.
This scale agrees with the mean radius of vortices aro
that region. The quite randomly distributed vortices alongx
direction makes they component of the velocity at differen
points along the centery axis have a zero mean but larg
fluctuations than the laser-off case. The mean shear
nearby the laser boundary also shows anS-shape laser powe
dependence@Fig. 4~d!#. If we assume the stress intensityS is
linearly proportional to the laser power, Fig. 4~e! shows that
the viscosity,h5S/Ūx , is not a constant value. It is large i
the low laser power regime and then drops down to a c
stant level in the high laser power regime.
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For the different points along the centery axis, thea
direction components of the single particle mean square
placements ~SMSD!, ^DRa

2(y,t)&5^@Ra(y,t1t)
2Ra(y,t)#2&}tHa(y), under different laser powers are me
sured @Fig. 4~a!, ~b!#. Ra(y,t) is the a component of the
particle position located aty at the starting timet. Note that
^DRy

2(t)&/t is the transverse diffusion coefficientDy(t)
measured with time intervalt @i.e., ^DRy

2(t)&5tDy(t)#.
Figure 4~c! shows that̂ DRy

2& at t55 s decreases with in
creasingy. Half width is about a fewa. It indicates the vortex
enhanced transverse diffusion with decaying intensity fr
the line source. Similar to the forward transportŪx , the
transverse diffusion coefficient aty50 has anS-shape non-
linear dependence on laser power@Fig. 4~d!#.

The SMSD vs time plots contain many interesting info
mation about fluctuations and transports at different ti
scales. For the constant speed motion and random diffus

FIG. 2. ~a! The time evolutions of theUx ~dark lines! andCn

~gray lines! at different laser powers.~b! The laser power depen

dence of their time averaged levelsŪx andC̄n .
01640
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H52 and 1 respectively. If the particle motion in a fluct
ating background is not completely random and has a la
probability to follow ~reverse! the direction of the last step
the diffusion is called persistent~antipersistent! with H
greater~smaller! than 1 @17#. For the laser free case in th
small t regime ~i.e., the high frequency motion!, the ther-
mally agitated particle is usually forced back to the center
the caging well by the surrounding particles@11,17,18#. It

FIG. 3. ~a! The mean velocity field averaged over 750 s. The
plane is divided into square boxes~each with 1a31a size, wherea
is the mean nearest neighbor particle separation! for measuring the
mean velocities of particles falling into the boxes.~b! They depen-

dence of the time-averaged velocity,V̄x(x50,y)5^Rx(t1t)
2Rx(t)&/t with t55 s, under different laser powers.

FIG. 4. ~a! and~b! The time dependences of^DRx
2& and^DRy

2&
for 0, 45, and 90 mW laser power. Solid lines,y50; dashed and
dotted lines,y52a andy56a, respectively, at 90 mW laser powe
gray lines, reference lines forH51 and 2. The standard deviatio
for Ha is 0.03. At 0 mW, the curves for̂DRa

2& are almost identical
for y,6a and only ^DRa

2& at y50 are plotted.~c! The y depen-
dence of^DRy

2& at t55 s under different laser powers.~d! The
nonlinear laser power dependence of^DRy

2& at y50 andt55 and

the shear rate]yV̄x(y50.5a). ~e! The laser power dependence
viscosity coefficienth.
2-3
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makesH,1 @see the regime witht,1 sec in Fig. 4~a! and
~b!#. Over a longer time interval, the displacement is dom
nated by the vortexlike hopping to neighboring sites.
switches to the persistent diffusion regime withH.1. In-
creasing the laser power causes the earlier onset of trans
to the persistent regime and the larger^DR2& for both x and
y directions@Fig. 4~a! and 4~b!#. It manifests again the shea
induced decaging effect.

The nonlinear response ofh to the laser power is inter
esting. It is based on the assumption of the linear rela
between the laser power and stress intensity, which migh
an open question. In our experiment, the particles are tr
parent and absorb negligible light to heat up the backgro
gas and causes thermal pressure effect. Introducing the
beam also causes negligible changes of the local dust pa
density and the shape of the entire cluster. The direct
mentum transfer from the optical pressure could still play
major role on generating stress. The generic nonlinear
sponses of particle transports associated with microvo
excitations are supported by our recent computer simulat
regardless of the detailed particle interaction form@19#. In
the low stress regime,h increases with the decreasing tem
perature. For the crystal case,h is infinite in the low stress
regime until the stress reaches a threshold value to flui
the crystal.

The observations can be reasonably explained by the t
mal assisted mechanical instability@16#. For the cold crystal,
particles sit in a periodic confining potential formed by t
caging forces from the neighboring particles. They can
exhibit hopping unless the stress reaches a threshold. In
stress-free cold liquid, thermal agitation can distort the c
ing potential through changing particle relative positio
@18#, transfer energy to particles, and induce vortexlike h
ping over caging barriers@11#. Introducing an external stres
breaks the symmetry and further promotes forward hoppin
In the low stress regime, the caging well is only sligh
tilted. The hopping occurs but at a low rate. The motion
still strongly constrained by caging. It is the main cause
the large viscosity in Fig. 4~f! at low stress. Note that th
viscosity in the cold 2D crystal is infinite at low stress@19#.
Thermal fluctuation is thereby important to induce forwa
hopping. Increasing the stress level further promotes the h
ping rate. Unlike merely tilting an 1D wash-board type ca
ing potential, the extra transverse dimension makes the
more complicated. As shown in Fig. 5~a! with a short expo-
sure time, vortices still occur in a stick-slip way at 45 m
laser power. The lattice lines for the liquid are usually be
and not lined up along the laser direction. The forward h
ping can sometimes be jammed@e.g., in some section in th
laser zone for the 7–15 s trajectories in Fig. 5~a!#. Assisted
by thermal fluctuations, the stressed particles will find
easiest percolation paths for hopping, and branch off the
ser zone. The particles enter a new slipping period. The
cancy left at the tail can be filled up by the trailing particl
or by the particles in the neighborhood of the laser bea
Hopping vortices originated from the laser zone are ther
formed. Under the strong particle mutual interaction, th
vortices quickly relax through cascaded excitations of n
vortices with decaying strength in the remote region. T
01640
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energy is eventually dissipated to the neutral gas backgro
through the low pressure collisional drag.

Figure 5~b! and ~c! show the typical long time~200 s!
trajectories of three particles around the laser zone and a
a away from the laser zone at zero and 45 mW laser po
respectively. Usually, the caged motion generates a clust
trajectory, and hopping generates a long thin trajectory.
zero laser power, the thin trajectories overlap with the cl
tered trajectories and are hard to identify. However, at
mW laser power, the trajectories show that particles can
sucked into the laser zone from the neighboring region, g
a fast forward speed and then branch off the laser zone.
alternate clustered and long thin trajectories again evide
that caging and hopping occur alternately, and the cag
time is greatly shortened. Both the forward and transve
transports are enhanced. This also explains whyŪx and
^DRy

2& at y50 share the similar dependence on the la
power. The smaller excursion range of particles in the reg
away from the laser zone@e.g., Fig. 5~c!# also manifests
again the lower transverse diffusion rate under the lower v
tex intensity away from the laser zone.

In the high laser power regime (.80 mW), h decreases
to a lower constant level and the diffusion rate reaches a h
level. It evidences the significant suppression of the cag
barrier. The initial caged regime withH,1 disappears for
both ^DRx

2& and ^DRy
2& in the laser zone@e.g., at 90 mW,

Fig. 4~a! and~b!#. The laser induced persistent motion dom
nates even at smallt. The typical higher speed motion of
particle in the laser zone at 90 mW laser power is shown
Fig. 5~d!. However, even the long thin trajectory dominate
the motion is still not ballistic. The particles have chances

FIG. 5. ~a! The sequential evolution of the particle trajectories
45 mW laser power with short exposure times, which shows
stick-slip type excitation of shear enhanced hopping. The arro
indicate the position and the direction of the laser beam.~b!, ~c!,
and~d! The long time trajectories of a few typical particles at 0, 4
and 90 mW, respectively. The trajectories in the first and the sec
halves of the exposures are in gray and black, respectively. N
that in ~b! and~c! there are two particles around the laser zone a
the total exposure time is 200 s. In~d! there is only one particle
around the laser zone and the total exposure time is 100 s.
2-4
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NONLINEAR TRANSPORTS AND MICROVORTEX . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E64 016402
branch off and reenter the laser zone. Namely, the la
driven particles are still irregularly dragged, through the
cumulated interactions and cascaded vortices with other
mote particles whose motions are affected by caging barr
@see,H,1 regimes at smallt for ^DRx

2& and ^DRy
2& at y

52a and 6a in Fig. 4~a! and~b!#. It leads to the fluctuations
in Ux(t) and Cn(t) ~Fig. 2!, and makesHx(y50) large
@Hx(y50)51.88 at 90 mW# but still smaller than 2@Fig.
4~a!#. Note thatH52 for a drift or a ballistic type motion
with constant speeds. Also note thatHy(y) only slightly in-
creases from 1.2460.03 to 1.3160.03 as the laser powe
increases@Fig. 4~b!#. Hy(y) enhanced by the stronger ho
ping is compensated by the more violent vortex mixing. T
slight decrease ofHy closer to one for larget (.10 s) is
due to the randomly phased vortex generation and relaxa
@11#.

In conclusion, the experiment provides a microscopic p
ture of the generic spatiotemporal response to an exte
force of our quasi-2D liquid system in a low pressure ba
ground. The external stress and thermal agitation induce
ticle rearrangement through the generation of small irreg
.
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vortices from the line source. The strong mutual interact
further turns the directional driving into irregular partic
motions through the cascaded generation of vortices w
decaying intensity in the remote region. The work done
the laser stress is eventually dissipated to the low pres
gas background through the viscous drag. The vortex mix
leads to the averaged velocity field with a quite simple str
ture that has the strongest velocity shear in a narrow z
along the laser edge. It also enhances particle transverse
fusion with decaying strength from the line source. In t
low laser power regime, the excitation is stick-slip type d
to the caging effect. It causes the high viscosity and l
transverse diffusion rate. In the high laser power regime,
caging barriers are more suppressed but the particle mot
are still modulated by irregular vortex generation. The v
cosity decreases to an almost constant level and the tr
verse diffusion rate increases.
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